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PREMIUM THREAD INSPECTION
CHROME TUBING CONSULTANT
LASER TALLY SERVICES
RENTAL TOOLS

Superior Performance Inc. was formed in 1995 to provide experienced field personnel for running of
premium threaded tubing and casing. We provide expertise in handling and care of special alloy
material. Our knowledge of rig operations and running procedures allows us to prevent problems
before they turn into down time at the rig site.
All SPI Representatives are trained and experienced in proper running procedures as published by
major thread manufacturers. When at your location they will discuss these recommended
procedures with your representative. While these procedures are only guidelines, any variations
from the procedures will only be made in consultation with your personnel on location. The SPI
representative may suggest alternatives that would apply to your respective situation, without
endangering the connections or personnel.
The SPI Representative will perform the following procedures when he arrives at your facility.

AT THE PIPE YARD

Supervise cleaning of threads, including the removal of thread
protectors and operation of the cleaning personnel
Inspect the metal-to-metal seals on both the pin and box
Check the threads for damage, and inspect connection ID’s for
pitting and corrosion
Field repair any damages found on connections, if possible
Any joints that are not repairable on site are marked with a red
band
Prep the connection

with dry moly coat or dope as required
Supervise the re-installation of thread protectors on the
pipe
If requested, the SPI Representative will supervise
bolstering, loading and unloading of your tubulars

MAKEUP OF ACCESSORIES

Supervise cleaning of threads, including the removal of
thread protectors and the operation of cleaning personnel
Inspect the metal-to-metal seals on both the pin and box
Check the threads for damage and inspect connection ID’s
for pitting and corrosion
Field repair any damages found on the connections, if
possible
Verify size, weight, grade, and thread type for each makeup
Prep connections with dry moly coat or dope as required
Ensure the proper make-up torque is applied to each
connection and that make-up graphs are acceptable
Make sure all completed assemblies have thread protectors
re-installed prior to loading in basket for shipment to the rig

AT THE RIG SITE
Meet with the company supervisor and review what pipe and accessories are to be run into the well
Check that all accessories are proper size, weight, grade and thread type and that all threads are
properly prepared for makeup
Check that all pipe is the correct size, weight, grade and thread type and that all threads are properly
prepared for makeup
Confirm the running order of pipe and
accessories
If handling plugs are to be used, check that
they are proper size and weight
Verify stabbing guides are correctly sized and
that any crossovers to be used are correct size
and weight
Check that elevators and slips are the correct
type for the pipe being run and are sufficient
capacity to safely perform as needed
Verify with the tong company that the power
tongs have sufficient capabilities to exceed
maximum torque. Check torque gauge for calibration
Provide company supervisor, the tong company, and/or the torque turn company with the
recommended torque values
Review the running procedures with company supervisor, tong company personnel and rig crew prior
to beginning operations

When pipe running operations begin, monitor the activities of the tong company and rig crew to
confirm that the proper running procedures are being used. Any corrections or changes to the running
procedures that are necessary should be verbally communicated to the appropriate personnel
demonstrated if necessary
During pipe running operation, the SPI
representative will verify that the correct
running procedures are maintained, that the
proper torque is being applied to the
connection, and the make-up graph falls
within the acceptable range

POST JOB ACTIVITIES
The SPI representative will complete the SPI service report and the SPI service report supplement
forms. These reports detail the activities that occurred during the running of pipe, type of accessories
run, type of pipe dope used, name of tong company, Company supervisor, any damaged
pipes or threads and any recommendations for changes to improve future operations

LASER TALLY SERVICES
Superior Performance Inc. offers Laser Tallying services. Our system uses the latest technology to
deliver more accurate measurements than conventional tallying methods. One of the benefits of SPI’s
Laser Tallying services is digital accuracy. Human error is removed while a high precision of ± .005 ft.
up to 380 ft. is obtained and recorded using Bluetooth ® technology

.

Detailed computer spreadsheets are provided containing the information pertinent to the job being
performed. This data can be printed or stored electronically

Another great advantage of SPI’s Laser Tally service is safety. Personnel no longer have to stand on
pipe racks to obtain measurements thus reducing the chance for accidents. The lasers used in our
equipment are non-hazardous class II and will not pose a threat to those on the job site

Possibly the greatest benefit of our laser tallying services is that measured pipe arrives on location
reducing tally time and need for personnel

Contact us for a more detailed presentation of Superior Performance’s Laser Tally services. These
are our typical activities; if additional services are needed we would be happy to discuss them with you
at your convenience

